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Chorus:

We floating ina the mystic wind
While dem gloating ina destructive sin
Approaching ina the name of the king
Obstacles down with you keep on moving

Bridge:
The road to mount zion is ragged and nuff
To reach mount zion
You got to be made of the stuff

Some a dem convicious and red eyed - red eyed deh
Grabilious man dem a go die - go die deh
Some of wuk fi babywrong a spy - a spy deh
Why don't you give Jah love a try - a try deh

Chorus

Bridge:
It's like a neva turning ever burning fire
Ina the enemies eyes - enemies eyes
Rise above your standarts and behave as if ya did try
As if you don't even try

Terrible crises the people of the world a face
Leaders a journey inna outta dem own self place
Gentleman rebel a represent anotha case
To see how much negativity we can now erase

Chorus

Bridge:
The double standarts
Of your way of life
Devouring flesh
Through the day and night

Oh since the birth of man
Destruction on the land
Chosen will understand
That we fi live the masterplan
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The weak will soon be strong
The right will show the wrong
Why can't weg get along
Like melodies in dis here song

Chorus

It's like a neva turning ever burning fire
Ina the enemies eyes - enemies eyes
Rise above your standarts and behave as if ya did try
As if you don't even try

Some a dem convicious and red eyed - red eyed deh
Grabilious man dem a go die - go die deh
Some of wuk fi babywrong a spy - a spy deh
Why don't you give Jah love a try - a try deh
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